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THE BULLETIN FOR MAY 2017
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Good day to all fellow numismatists and
to everyone who receives the North York
Coin Club’s monthly bulletin. The trees,
flowers and plants continue mature past their
early Spring start and the Victoria Day
weekend will soon be upon us; a sure sign
that Summer is almost here. There is
wonderful vigour in all this growth and I’m
hoping our club’s members also have the
same feeling since I am calling on you to
become active participants in the operations
of the club and the preparation for the
R.C.N.A. annual convention next year.

Reflections on the Coin Show
The first thing I would like to do is to
thank everyone who participated in the
North York Coin Club’s Annual Coin Show
on May 13. This event was sold out again
this year and we had a waiting list of dealers
for tables. It goes to confirm that the show
is gaining momentum. It also doesn’t hurt
that the show schedule in mid-May is almost
blank, so a lack of competition from other
shows helps. I send my sincere thanks to the
dealers that brought their product for sale
and to the many members and friends who
were there to purchase. Your support is a
major reason we have the necessary funds to
operate the club for the next year.

Canada 150 Copper Medals
Helping the club can be accomplished in
more ways than just volunteering your time.
The club is one of many numismatic clubs
across Canada who, in conjunction with the
R.C.N.A., are selling a club medal with the
Canada 150 logo incorporated into the
design and our club symbol on the other.

Please purchase one of the limited edition
copper medals soon, as our supply is limited
and there is interest from outside the club.
The run of club silver medals is now sold
out. These sesquicentennial keepsakes will
be available at the next club meeting.

R.C.N.A. in Boucherville
Speaking about the R.C.N.A. it’s time to
make your arrangements and attend the
annual convention this July 18-23 at the
Mortagne Hotel in Boucherville PQ. As
always, it’s the numismatic event of the year
and the largest three-day bourse in the country.

NEXT MEETING
TUESDAY, MAY 23
We start gathering in the Banquet
Room on the first floor of the
Edithvale Community Centre,
at 7:00 p.m. with meeting start
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
We are once again holding a member
participation night at this meeting, so it
is your chance to bring out a special
collectible or two to share with the group.
Bring along your recent finds or
special treasures to share with us during
the show and tell!
Please remember to bring your
auction lots so we can have a really
fine auction at this meeting. Also, we
appreciate all donations to our supply
of draw prize material.
The local Boucherville club has a series of
excellent tours and a banquet planned and all
the national collector clubs are having their
meetings. Plan to make the trip down to
Montreal and enjoy this vibrant numismatic
event and take a week to visit the area. This
experience will help you get a better
understanding about the national convention
… you can even volunteer to help.
Continued page 3...
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NEWS OF THE APRIL 2017 MEETING
The 632nd meeting of the North York Coin Club was held on
Tuesday, April 25, 2017 in the 1st floor Banquet room at the Edithvale
Community Centre. It was hammered to order at 7:34 p.m. with our
President, Bill O’Brien, in the chair and 30 members and 2 guests
in attendance.
The first order of business was the on-time attendance draw.
Member Norman G. Gordon was present when his name was drawn
to receive the prize of $5.00. The draw will reset to $5.00 for the May
23rd meeting.
Bill asked the members present if they had noticed any errors
or omissions in the minutes of the March meeting as published in
the April newsletter. With no corrections identified, Phillip Simms
made a motion to accept the minutes, which was seconded by
Marvin Kay. Motion carried.
Treasurer, Ben Boelens, has just returned from vacation and did
not have time to produce a financial report, but he did mention that
there was $472 in petty cash.
There were three items of club business, two of them relating to
the R.C.N.A. First, Paul Petch reminded everyone of our upcoming
Annual Coin Show on May 13 from 9:00 to 3:00. Those willing to
help should meet at 8:00. Second, Henry Nienhuis announced that
the North York Coin Club CANADA 150 medals were finished and
available for pickup at the meeting. He mentioned that people
should see Ben if they had ordered a medal. Bill reminded everyone
that the first meeting of the R.C.N.A. Convention committee would
take place in the Board Room on the second floor of the Edithvale
Community centre on May 16. He asked members to mark their
calendars!
With the business of the club now concluded Bill asked everyone
if they had brought in a show-and-tell.
• One of our guests, Louis B., mentioned that he had collected
Canadian coins as a youth in Florence, ON. He brought along a
merchant token from a store in downtown Florence that he had
been researching. The store owned by a person who emigrated
from Ireland in 1813 had burned down in 1910. Louis was able
to date the token then between 1813 and 1910.
• Roger Fox brought along a recent birth certificate, for his wife,
which he was surprised to find that they were now issued on an
intricately designed polymer instead of paper.

Guest Louis B. talks about a merchant token

• Mark Argentino reminded everyone that he is putting together a
group of notes to send to the Banknote Certification Service. He
mentioned that he would be willing to include notes from anyone
else in the shipment to reduce the overall cost of grading the notes.
If you are interested in doing this please contact Mark directly.
• Phillip Simms reminded everyone that he was chairing the
“Buddy System” and invited anyone interest in being put in
touch with one of the volunteer mentors to let him know.
• Jared Stapleton also reminded everyone of his upcoming show,
Toronto Coin Expo on June 2–3 at the Toronto Reference Library.
• Henry Nienhuis mentioned that the O.N.A. were accepting preorders for their CANADA 150 medals struck in silver.
Bill called for a short refreshment break from 8:10–8:23 p.m.
The presentation for the evening was the Delegates Report for
the recent O.N.A. Convention that was held in Kitchener ON
between April 21 and
23. Henry attended the
convention as the North
York Coin Club
delegate and as an
O.N.A. area director. To
supplement the report
he used a PowerPoint
with
images
highlighting
the
convention. This year
was an election year for
the O.N.A. executive,
the incoming executive
consisted of Scott
Douglas as President,
Lisa McPherson as 1st Vice President and Stephen Woodland as the
2nd Vice President. He also mentioned that the Banquet was well
attended this year; the MC was radio personality Rick Dupuis who
does a numismatic oriented program in Hanover ON, the guest

Roger Fox brought the news that
Ontario birth certificates have gone polymer
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President’s Message ... continued from page 1
Join the R.C.N.A, 2018 Convention Committee
Next year in 2018 the R.C.N.A. conventions is here in the GTA
and we are back at the Hilton Meadowvale, where the 2014
convention was held. Like that 2014 convention the North York
Coin Club is the host club and we need your help. By the time you
read this the first meeting of our planning committee will have been
held, but there is another one scheduled on June 16.
The 2018 convention is being held August 7-August 11 and the
responsibility for its smooth operation and providing its participants
with a rewarding lasting impression is in our hands. I need all of you
to help this club and volunteer your time and energy in supporting
this endeavour. Oh, and by the way, it will be a major source of
revenue for the club.
As I have mentioned before and will be doing again and again
during the next few years, I encourage everyone to take on a more
active role within the club. This will lessen the burden of the few

speaker was Scott Hopkins. Three people were made fellows of the
Association: Frank Baka, William English and Monina Regitko.
Judy Blackman won the Award of Merit and our own Henry
Nienhuis was honoured to receive the Bruce H. Raszmann Award
for his service to the O.N.A.
After the presentation we resumed the meeting with our regular
auction and our customary lucky draw. Lucky draw numbers were
called at various times while the auction took place. Lucky draw
winners for the evening were- Jim Heifetz (4), Terry Maksymjuk (2),
Paul Johnson, Bob Velensky (2), Henry Nienhuis, Franco Farronato
(2), Linda McQuade-Simms and Vince Chiappino. The club earned
$27.00 through the sale of the draw tickets! Our auction manager,
Paul Johnson, reported that receipts from the auction added $27.50
to the club coffers. We thank Dick Dunn our auctioneer and Jared
Stapleton who volunteered as runner for the auction.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 9:25
p.m.

Jared Stapleton invites one and all to
Toronto Coin Expo June 2 & 3

who run the club and give all an opportunity to gain experience in
the operation of a club and the logistics of holding a national
convention.
While the show schedule has been quite light in the month of
May in the GTA, June starts off with a bang downtown at the
Toronto Coin Expo. Its being held at its usual spot downtown and
the show and accompanying auction take place June 2 and 3. The
only other show in the area is another large multi-day event and
that’s Torex. Its June 24-25 dates are only a few weeks after the Coin
Expo so budget your cash for both events.
Well I’m about done for the month, but want to use my last few
words to send thanks to everyone for their ongoing assistance and
support that they have provided to me and the North York Coin Club.
Your actions and generosity have not gone unnoticed.
That’s it for me. I hope to see all of you on May 23 at our usual
spot at Edithvale.
Bill O’Brien
The club executive would like to thank members for supporting
the club through the purchase of draw tickets and draw prize
donations. We wish to recognize Dr Marvin Kay for his kind
donations to the club. Please consider supporting your club through
a donation of numismatic material or other items. (Don’t forget to
mention your donations to the club secretary so that your support
can be recognized in the minutes and newsletter.)
Our next regular meeting will take place on Tuesday, May 23,
2017, in the 1st floor Banquet room of the Edithvale Community
Centre. We hope to see everyone there!

Henry Nienhuis shows the souvenir program as a part
of his Delegate Report on the O.N.A. Convention
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SWITZERLAND LANDS 2016 IBNS BANK NOTE OF THE YEAR AWARD
by Arthur L. Freidberg, Special to Coin World with original images from the IBNS
On May 8 the International Bank Note
Society (IBNS) announced that its voting
membership had selected the Swiss National
Bank to receive its prestigious “Bank Note of the
Year Award” for 2016. Incorporating the latest
technological security standards, future notes will
depict time, light, water, matter and language.
Using three layer substrate Durasafe®
technology, the bright green vertical banknote
depicts dandelion seeds, a paraglider aloft in the
mountains and a strikingly playful human hand.
With almost 120 new banknotes released
worldwide during 2016, over half were of
sufficiently new design to be eligible for
nomination. While the Swiss 50 Franc hybrid
note was the narrow winner, runners-up in very
tight voting were the Maldive Islands 1000
Rufiyaa tortoise/whale shark, Argentina’s 500
Peso jaguar, and the Royal Bank of Scotland’s
polymer £5 first polymer note.
The 19 finalists represented four continents
(Europe, Australia, South America and Asia),
and included notes from two Middle East
countries and four island nations.
The Switzerland 50-franc note is the
country’s first new design in 20 years. Printed by
Orell Fussli Security Printing Ltd., it is the first
in the Swiss National Bank’s new (ninth) bank
note series and focuses on wind and national
experiences. Its substrate is a three-layer
composition called Durasafe, consisting of two
layers of cotton paper sandwiching a polymer
core, and it incorporates a litany of 15 of the
latest technological security standards. The bright
green vertical note depicts dandelion seeds, a
paraglider aloft in the mountains, and a playful
human hand. The 50-franc note is the third
polymer note in a row to win the award.
The IBNS has more than 2,000 members
worldwide. Its objectives are to promote,
stimulate and advance the study, collection and
dissemination of information related to paper
money. Past “Bank Note of the Year” winners
include New Zealand (2015), Trinidad & Tobago
(2014), Kazakhstan (2013, 2012, 2011), Uganda
(2010), Bermuda (2009), Samoa (2008), Scotland
(2007), Comoros (2006), Faeroe Islands (2005)
and Canada (2004). 2004 was the inaugural year
of the award and Canada’s winning note was the
$20 denomination in the Journey series. This is
the arts and culture theme in the series featuring
Bill Reid’s The Spirit of Haida Gwaii.

Note Switzerland B357 (PNL): 50 francs (US$54)
Predominant Colour(s) Green
Front (vertical) Swiss cross; human hand holding a dandelion flower,
with the wind carrying the seeds; multicolor Swiss
cross as registration device; wind currents over globe in
gold SPARK; wind currents in underprint
Back (vertical) Paraglider above mountains; contour lines in
underprint
Watermark Swiss flag and globe
Additional Security Holographic security stripe with 50, outline of
Switzerland, names of Swiss Alps, and Swiss crosses
Printer Orell Füssli Arts Graphiques SA Zurich
Size 137 x 70 mm Hybrid (DuraSafe)
Introduced 12/04/2016
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Note Maldives B221 (PNL): 1,000 rufiyaa (US$66)
Predominant Colour(s) Blue
Front Underprint of spot and striped pattern on the skin
of whale sharks; denomination as registration
device; manta rays (Manta alfredi); green turtle
(Chelonia mydas); corals SPARK patch; luxury
resort
Back (vertical) Whale shark (Rhincodon typus)
Watermark Unknown (shadow image)
Additional Security No security thread
Printer TDLR
Size 150 x 70 mm Polymer (Safeguard)
Introduced December 2015

Note Argentina BNL (PNL): 500 pesos (US$31)
Predominant Colour(s) Green
Front (vertical) Leaves; paw print as registration device; jaguar;
flowers; silhouette of jaguar with latent image
RA; denomination in green-to-blue SPARK
Back Paw prints; jaguar cub and adult in stream running
through forest; map of Argentina with Northeast
region highlighted; compass rose; flowers; coat of
arms
Watermark Jaguar and electrotype 500
Additional Security Green-to-blue windowed security thread with
demetalized $500 BCRA
Printer S E CASA DE MONEDA
Size 155 x 65 mm
Introduced 30/06/2016
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Note Scotland BNL (PNL) 5 pounds
(US$6)
Predominant Colour(s) Blue, green, and orange
Front Flower; bank logo in SPARK;
Cairngorms mountain range in
eastern Highlands of Scotland;
quote from Nan Shepherd’s book
“The Living Mountain;” poet and
novelist Nan Shepherd
Back Two mackerel fish; excerpt from
Sorley MacLean’s poem “The
Choice”
Watermark None
Additional Security No security thread
Printer TDLR
Size 125 x 65 mm Polymer (Safeguard)
Introduced 26/10/2016

Note Seychelles B422 (PNL): 500 rupees (US$38)
Predominant Colour(s) Tan, red, and brown
Front Five coco-de-mer nuts; Depth Image hologram coat of arms; Catkin flowers; Seychelles Kestrel (Katiti /
Crécerelle des Seychelles) bird on branch; denomination as registration device
Back Seychelles Tiger Chameleon (Kanmeleon / Caméléon tigre des Seychelles) in gold-to-green SPARK;
Wild Bilimbi flowers; insects; Seychelles scops-owl (Syer / Petit duex sciour) bird on branch; gold
iridescent stripe with 500 and owl pattern
Watermark Seychelles Kestrel, electrotype 500 / Seychelles, and Cornerstones
Additional Security Optiks security thread with Seychelles Vinegar Flies, 500, and BIGAY BWA TORTI pattern
Printer TDLR
Size 144 x 72 mm
Introduced 05/12/2016
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THE UNITED KINGDOM’S NEW £1 COIN
The Most Secure Coin in the World
In a press release, the Royal Mint says the new £1 coin released
atg the end of March has a number of features that make it much
more difficult to counterfeit.
• 12-sided—its distinctive shape makes it instantly recognisable,
even by touch.
• Bimetallic—it is made of two metals. The outer ring is gold
coloured (nickel-brass) and the inner ring is silver coloured
(nickel-plated alloy).
• Latent image—it has an image like a hologram that changes
from a ‘£’ symbol to the number ’1’ when the coin is seen from
different angles.
• Micro-lettering—it has very small lettering on the lower inside
rim on both sides of the coin. One pound on the obverse “heads”
side and the year of production on the reverse “tails” side, for
example 2016 or 2017.
• Milled edges—it has grooves on alternate sides.
• Hidden high security feature—a high security feature is built into
the coin to protect it from counterfeiting in the future.
• Thickness: 2.8mm—it is thinner than the round £1 coin.
• Weight: 8.75g—it is lighter than the round £1 coin.
• Diameter: 23.43mm—it is slightly larger than the round £1 coin,
the maximum diameter (point to point) is 23.43mm.

Why replace the £1 coin?
The current £1 coin is being replaced for the first time in over
thirty years because of its vulnerability to sophisticated
counterfeiters. Approximately one in thirty £1 coins in circulation
is a counterfeit. That is why we are introducing a new, highly secure
coin on 28 March 2017 to reduce the costs of counterfeits to
businesses and the taxpayer.

The UK’s new £1 coin
is shown twice its actual size

NEW £1 COINS HAVE MAJOR FLAWS AFTER MISTAKES AT ROYAL MINT — BY TOBY MEYJES FOR METRO.CO.UK, MAY 3 2017
They were said to be the most secure coins in the world when
they were launched earlier this year, but it appears that thousands
of the new £1 coins have been produced with major production
flaws in a huge embarrassment for the Royal Mint. Mistakes include
coins that are warped, have no Queen’s head or missing letters. A
basic search on eBay brings up dozens of coins with faults attracting
bids far higher than their face value. According to The Sun, one sold
for more than £2,500 pounds.
The Royal Mint has claimed that ‘variances’are an expected part
of the minting process, however, it is unclear whether the number
of mistakes discovered on the new coins is higher than average. Yet,
it appears a far cry from the Royal Mint’s proclamations that the
12-sided coins are the ‘most secure in the world.’
Coin collector John Taylor has a £1 with a missing centre and
others with ‘misstrikes.’He told The Sun: ‘It is a definite Royal Mint
error. The sellers claimed they had come from a sealed bag from
the bank, which in turn came from the Royal Mint.’
If you have a coin that you think carries an error, you are
advised to contact the Royal Mint to confirm whether it is genuine.
A spokesman told metro.co.uk: ‘The Royal Mint produces around
five billion coins each year, and will be striking 1.5 billion new £1
coins in total.
‘As you would expect, we have tight quality controls in place,
however variances will always occur in a small number of coins,
particularly in the striking process, due to the high volumes and
speed of production.’
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ROYAL CANADIAN MINT 2016 ANNUAL REPORT
Compiled by Paul R. Petch from a press release and the Annual Report
The Royal Canadian Mint tabled its annual
report for the year 2016 in Parliament on May
8. Its profits are up overall, but numismatic
sales are down. The Mint’s partners in the coinrecycling program are experiencing problems
placing their coin counting machines in
publicly accessible locations. This is especially
the case with banks, which are changing their
policy of allowing the service within their
branches. This resulted in fewer recycled coins
coming in and the need for an increase in new
coin production.

Quoted from the press release:

Quoted from the 2016 report:

Financial and Operational Highlights
for 2016

Numismatics Division

• Consolidated profit before taxes and
impairment increased to $32.9 million for
the year ($27.1 million in 2015).
• Consolidated profit after taxes increased to
$24.5 million for the year (loss of $28.3
million in 2015)
• Consolidated revenue increased to $2,641.4
million ($2,305.1 million in 2015)
• Reduced availability of recycled coins
resulted in increased Canadian coin
production—533 million pieces in the year
(350 million pieces in 2015)
• Shipment of 1,573 million foreign coins and
blanks in the year (1,185 million in 2015).
• Higher overall bullion demand contributed
to higher bullion volumes and related
revenues for the year. Gold volumes were
1,071.3 thousand ounces (1,036.7 thousand
in 2015) while silver volumes were 34.7
million ounces (36.1 million in 2015).
• Sales of numismatic gold products
decreased 6% and sales of numismatic silver
products decreased 13% in the year
compared to 2015, resulting in a decrease in
revenue of $6.2 million as we shift our focus
from face value to core collector coins.
• Operating expenses for the year declined
4% to $138.2 million ($144.3 million in
2015).
• In 2016, the Mint declared and paid a
dividend to the Government of Canada in
the amount of $31.0 million. The payment
of the dividend was the primary driver in the
reduction of cash to $114.2 million at
December 31, 2016 from $140.8 million at
December 31, 2015.

Numismatics revenue declined 4%
to $146.8 million from $152.9 million
in 2015. The decrease in revenue is
largely attributable to a decrease in
volume sold year over year. The Mint
sold 6% fewer numismatic gold
products and 13% fewer numismatic
silver products in 2016 versus 2015.
The Mint has addressed the
commercial challenge of softer sales
through customer centric marketing
and a sales and operational plan that
supports growth in demand for
commemorative coins. This includes
investing in people, processes and
systems and aligning product,
promotion and sales channels with
customer preferences. This marketing
strategy will also involve integrating
product, price, promotion and placement strategies while leveraging web, digital, social
media and call center resources. The Mint has updated its marketing strategy during 2017
to transform the Numismatics business to be increasingly customer-driven. Continued
success in the bullion business will require the Mint to offer market-leading bullion
products that are sufficiently differentiated from alternative products while remaining
price-competitive.

Customer Acquisition Program Transformation
After five years of acquiring new customers and growing its overall Numismatic
business through its Face Value program, the Mint is changing the way it will attract future
customers to coin collecting. Effective January 1, 2017 the Mint is no longer selling Face
Value coins. Sales continued in Q4 2016 as the Mint prepared to wind down the program.
Starting in 2017, the Mint will leverage the considerable appeal of Canada 150 as a prime
opportunity to launch new products and programs including a new suite of affordable,
entry-level collector coins which will continue to grow its customer base and its
Numismatics business. The Mint introduced the first of these coins in the fall of 2016
and more will follow throughout 2017.
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CANADIAN CIRCULATION COINAGE STATISTICS
Production in 2014, 2015 and 2016
2016 Total Pieces 2015 Total Pieces 2014 Total Pieces
Coinage dated 2015
$2
$1
50¢
25¢
10¢
5¢
1¢

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

30,378,500
22,140,000
625,000
97,320,000
112,475,000
87,360,000
–

2,150,000
–
–
–
–
–
–

25,669,000
38,764,000
800,000
106,880,000
220,000,000
140,952,000
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Coinage dated 2016
$2
$1
50¢
25¢
10¢
5¢
1¢

CANADIAN CIRCULATION COINAGE STATISTICS
Commemorative/regular designs and plated/non-plated coins production in 2014-2016
2016
5 cents ..........................................................................................140,952,000
10 cents ........................................................................................220,000,000
25 cents - 50th Anniversary of the Canadian Flag ........................
–
25 cents - Caribou ........................................................................106,880,000
25 cents - Poppy ............................................................................
–
One dollar (P) ................................................................................28,764,000
One dollar - Lucky Loonie ..............................................................5,000,000
One dollar - 100th Anniversary of
Canadian Women’s Right to Vote ..........................................5,000,000
Two dollars (P) ..............................................................................20,669,000
Two dollars - 75th Anniversary of the Battle of the Atlantic............5,000,000
Two dollars - 100th Anniversary of the Writing of
In Flanders Fields ..............................................................
–
Two dollars - 200th Anniversary of the Birth of
Sir John A. MacDonald ......................................................
–
Two dollars - 75th Anniversary of the
Declaration of the Second World War Wait for me, Daddy..............................................................
–

2015
87,360,000
112,475,000
12,500,000
72,320,000
12,500,000
22,140,000
–

2014
66,364,000
153,450,000
–
97,440,000
–
20,945,000
4,033,000

–
22,528,500
–

–
11,305,000
–

5,000,000

–

2,850,000

2,150,000

–

5,000,000
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THE ADVANTAGES OF SQUARE MONEY
A movement is said to
in this country through
be on foot for the
coins dropped amounts to
introduction of square
many thousands of dollars.
money into this country.
This is largely due to the
Whether it will come to
fact that round coins, when
anything remains to be
they fall to the ground, are
seen; but there are some
apt to roll into unlikely
who claim that the idea
places, from which they are
certainly
has
its
never recovered. A square
advantages.
coin would lie dead where
it pitched.
What would these
advantages be? Well, for
In China coins are
one thing, it is claimed that
pierced with a square hole
the mint authorities would
in the centre. In this way
save an appreciable
they can be strung together
amount of packing, from
and carried without fear of
the well known fact that
loss. Might we not learn a
square money will fit into a
lesson from the Chinese in
This illustration is from the Portland Coins blog spot on the Internet
square box with less waste
this?
of space than will round. This also applies to the case of all large
Another argument in favour of square coins is urged by artists,
traders and bankers, who have to dispatch large quantities of bullion who declare that it is almost impossible to get a really artistic design
every month.
“in the round” when so little space is allowed. A rectangular coin,
The private individual will probably be more interested in the they say, would give the designer a real chance to distinguish
matter when he hears that the gross total of money lost every year himself. — Exchange — The Numismatist, August 1917

COMING EVENTS FOR SPRING & SUMMER 2017
June 2-3, Toronto, Toronto Coin Expo – Canada’s Coin & Banknote
Show, Toronto Reference Library, 789 Yonge St. Located on
the 2nd floor. Hours: Fri. and Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Admission $6, under
16 free. Join us at Canada’s premier coin and banknote show and
auction, representing Canada, United States, and the world of
collectable currencies. Featuring 30+ internationally renowned coin
and banknote dealers, . This is the place in Canada to buy, sell, trade.
Appraisals in coins, banknotes, tokens, medals, militaria, gold, silver
and jewelry. Partnering with Geoffrey Bell Auctions; auction June 12, 2017. You are sure to find a one-of-a-kind coin or banknote treasures!
For more information contact Jared Stapleton, email
torontocoinexpo@gmail.com, telephone 647-403-7334. Website:
http://www.torontocoinexpo.ca
June 11, Brantford, Brantford Coin Show, Branlyn Community
Centre/School, 238 Brantwood Park Road Hours: 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Free
admission, and ample free parking around the back of the school. All
are invited to the 56th Annual Coin Show. Over 80 dealer tables of
Canadian and world coins, paper notes, tokens, trade dollars, gold and
silver, books and supplies, Canadian Tire money, and some estate
jewellery. Free evaluations, come by and talk to the dealers, buying
and selling onsite. Breakfast and Lunch available from outdoor food
truck. Kid’s table for those under 18 to help start their collections at
subsidized pricing. Wheelchair accessible. For more information
contact Cassidy Stroud, email brantfordcoinclub@hotmail.com,
telephone 519-427-6158.
Listings are courtesy of Canadian Coin News Coming Events

June 24-25, Toronto, TOREX® – Canada’s National Coin Show,
Hyatt Regency on King, 370 King St. W. Hours: Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
Sun. 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Admission $7. Under 16 Free! Featuring
Canada’s finest dealers in Canadian, ancient, and foreign coins, paper
money, coin and paper money supplies and reference books. Official
Auctioneer: The Canadian Numismatic Company. Auction Viewing
begins on Friday. For more information contact Brian R. Smith, email
brian@torex.net , telephone 416-705-5348. Website:
http://www.torex.net
July 18-23, Boucherville, QC 2017 Boucherville RCNAConvention,
Hotel Mortagne, 1228 Nobel Street, Boucherville, Quebec J4B
5H1Telephone : 1-450-655-9966. The largest bourse in the country,
with a wonderful array of competitive exhibits from collectors of
Canada and the United States. Meetings of collector groups of every
part of numismatics, numerous social events bringing collectors
together. A top quality banquet featuring awards to top numismatists.
This annual convention attracts a large number of collectors and
dealers from Canadian and the United States. For more information
contact Paul Johnson, email info@rcna.ca, telephone 647-401-4014.
Website: http://www.rcna.ca/2017/
Aug. 13, Paris, S.W.O.N, Paris Fairgrounds, 139 Silver St South
Western Ontario Numismatics Coin and Collectables show. Show
hours 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Over 55 tables of coins, paper money, military
& more. We have 35 dealers. Hot & cold food and drinks are available
at the show. Buy, sell & appraise at show. For more information
contact Ted Bailey, email tedscollectables@bellnet.ca, telephone 519442-3474.

